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Abstract

In the sigma model, soft insertions of moduli scalars enact parallel transport of S-matrix elements
about the finite-dimensional moduli space of vacua, and the antisymmetric double-soft theorem
calculates the curvature of the vacuum manifold. We explore the analogs of these statements
in gauge theory and gravity in asymptotically flat spacetimes, where the relevant moduli spaces
are infinite-dimensional. These models have spaces of vacua parameterized by (trivial) flat
connections on the celestial sphere, and soft insertions of photons, gluons, and gravitons parallel
transport S-matrix elements about these infinite-dimensional manifolds. We argue that the
antisymmetric double-soft gluon theorem in d` 2 bulk dimensions computes the curvature of a
connection on the infinite-dimensional space MappSd, Gq{G, where G is the global part of the
gauge group. The analogous metrics in abelian gauge theory and gravity are flat, as indicated
by the vanishing of the antisymmetric double-soft theorems in those models. In other words,
Feynman diagram calculations not only know about the vacuum manifold of Yang-Mills theory,
they can also be used to compute its curvature. The results have interesting implications for
flat space holography.
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1 Introduction

This paper is about an apparent ambiguity in the definition of the Yang-Mills S-matrix. In the
Coulomb phase, these S-matrix elements can be computed in perturbation theory and are unam-
biguous for finite, nonzero momenta. However, the multi-soft limits of the S-matrix, in which the
wavelengths of two or more gluons approach infinity, depend on the order of limits and are there-
fore ambiguous. This ambiguity is quantified by the commutator of consecutive soft limits, also
known as the antisymmetric double-soft theorem. These antisymmetric soft limits are universal (at
tree-level) but non-vanishing for any non-abelian gauge group G:

„

lim
qIÑ0

, lim
qJÑ0



AK1¨¨¨Kn;IJ,ab
n`2 ‰ 0 . (1.1)

There is some confusion regarding the interpretation of this fact. Strictly speaking, the soft limit
requires one to consider the boundary of the domain upon which the S-matrix is defined, and one
could phrase (1.1) as an ambiguity in the extension of the S-matrix to the boundary of kinematic
space. Although one is tempted to look for the “right definition” of the multi-soft limits, compactifi-
cations of this sort arising in moduli problems are often non-canonical1 and any prescription is bound
to appear somewhat arbitrary. Although this is really just a question about the four-dimensional
S-matrix, the issue takes on added importance in the celestial CFT (CCFT) approach to flat space
holography, where soft gluons are related to non-abelian conserved currents in a lower-dimensional
boundary dual. Due to (1.1), the correlation functions of these currents appear ambiguous.

1We thank Andrew Strominger for emphasizing this point.
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In this paper we will advocate for an (infinite-dimensional) geometric interpretation of (1.1)
which combines observations on the vacuum structure of gauge theory [1–4] with recent geometric
results on soft limits in the sigma model [5, 6]. In a word, (1.1) is true because the amplitude
AK1¨¨¨Kn;IJ,ab
n`2 is actually a section of a bundle over an infinite-dimensional space of vacua M labeled

by flat (trivial) G´connections Capxq on the celestial sphere. Insertions of soft gluons in the S-
matrix enact parallel transport about this space, and (1.1) simply computes the holonomy around an
infinitesimal closed curve, also known as the Riemann curvature RpX,Y qZ “ r∇X ,∇Y sZ´∇rX,Y sZ

„

lim
qIpxqÑ0

ω, lim
qJ pyqÑ0

ω1


AK1¨¨¨Kn;IJ,ab
n`2 “ R

˜

δ

δĂCIapxq
,

δ

δĂCJb pyq

¸

AK1¨¨¨Kn
n . (1.2)

In this formula, the (shadow-transformed) flat connections rCapxq are local coordinates on M, δ

δĂCIapxq
is an associated vector field, and the fact that the antisymmetric double-soft limit does not vanish
simply means that the vacuum manifold for Yang-Mills theory in asymptotically flat space is curved.
In other words, there is no “right definition” for multi-soft limits in non-abelian gauge theory, just
as there is no unique parallel transport between two points in a curved space. The result is path
dependent, and (1.1) is just an infinite-dimensional manifestation of that geometric fact. Note that
in this language, the vanishing of the antisymmetric double-soft limit in gravity is a statement
about flatness of the space of supertranslation vacua, and a similar statement holds for abelian
gauge theory.

The claim that there exists an infinite-dimensional space of vacua for gauge theory in asymp-
totically flat space is not new. In fact, this observation [2], and its analog in gravity [1], was the
genesis of the “celestial CFT” program which seeks to construct a boundary dual for asymptotically
flat gravity. The existence of these vacua is a subtle boundary effect which only holds for gauge
theories in the Coulomb phase on non-compact spaces, but the interpretation of (1.1) advanced in
this paper makes it clear that the moduli space of vacua is detectable using standard perturbative
calculations: the formula (1.1) can be derived using standard Feynman rules with no reference to
asymptotic symmetries, boundary conditions, or gauge transformations with non-compact support.
Perturbative S-matrix calculations in Yang-Mills theory (which are by definition performed in the
Coulomb phase, with long-range gauge fields) know about the infinite-dimensional space of vacua.
In fact they know more: they can calculate its curvature.

To put these statements in context, note that the antisymmetric double-soft limit has historically
been a discovery mechanism for hidden symmetries of the S-matrix (see for instance [7] for the case
of E7p7q in N “ 8 supergravity in four dimensions). The gauge theory examples discussed in this
work are really just infinite-dimensional examples of this phenomena. Indeed, these statements
are all simpler and more familiar when the moduli space of vacua M is finite-dimensional. In this
case, the vacuum is determined by boundary conditions (vacuum expectation values, or vevs) at
spatial infinity (i0) for gapless local fields xΦIyi0 “ vI , and the dynamics of the long-wavelength
fluctuations about these vevs is described by a sigma model with target space M . The single soft
insertion of a moduli scalar defines an operator whose matrix element is a derivative on the moduli
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space [5, 6]
xSIpxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Onyv “ ∇I xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Onyv . (1.3)

Here, SIpxq is a soft moduli scalar, the Oi represent hard particles, and the subscript x¨yv indicates
that the S-matrix element is calculated with the asymptotic boundary condition xΦIyi0 “ vI . The
physical interpretation of this formula is simple: the zero mode of the moduli scalar is just the vev, so
exciting this mode infinitesimally shifts the boundary condition. In the celestial CFT formalism, the
existence of this operator is equivalent to the existence of a marginal deformation in CCFT [6]: SIpxq
indicates a continuous, finite-dimensional family of celestial CFTs labeled by boundary conditions
and related by marginal perturbations (i.e., constant background fields for the marginal operator).
Multi-soft limits in the sigma model do not commute, and the antisymmetric double-soft theorem
measures the infinitesimal holonomy around a closed loop in the space of vacua [5]

„

lim
qIÑ0

, lim
qJÑ0



AK1¨¨¨KnIJ
n`2 “

“

∇I ,∇J
‰

AK1¨¨¨Kn
n “

n
ÿ

i“1

RIJKiKA
K1¨¨¨K¨¨¨Kn
n . (1.4)

The analog of (1.3) in gauge theory is the soft gluon theorem

xSIapxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ igYM

n
ÿ

k“1

pk ¨ εapxq

pk ¨ q̂pxq
T Ik xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 , (1.5)

where SIapxq is a soft gluon with transverse polarization index a, color index I, and momentum in
the direction q̂pxq, and the subscript x¨yC indicates that the S-matrix element is calculated with the
asymptotic boundary condition xAay “ Capxq. We would like to interpret this formula by analogy
with the the sigma model: the zero mode of the gluon shifts the boundary condition, so (1.5) is
really a functional derivative on the space of flat G´connections on the celestial sphere. It is by
now understood that SIapxq is related to the non-abelian current in the CCFT dual [8–10], and in
this language the preceding statement seems very similar to the definition of the current correlator
in the presence of a background source (in this case, a flat connection)

xJIa pxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “
δ

δCaI pxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC

ˇ

ˇ

C“0
. (1.6)

This formula obviously resembles (1.3). Proceeding with the analogy, we will be led to interpret
the antisymmetric double-soft gluon theorem as an infinite-dimensional version of (1.4). The fact
that (1.3) and (1.4) have no momentum dependence (position dependence in CCFT) while (1.1)
and (1.5) do is a signal that the moduli space in gauge theory is infinite-dimensional, i.e., a space
of functions. This is related to the position dependence of the boundary conditions xAay “ Capxq
which is absent in the sigma model.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we review the celestial CFT formalism.
Section 3 reviews the finite-dimensional case of the sigma model and its relation to marginal de-
formations of CCFT. Sections 4 and 5 treat the infinite-dimensional flat examples of abelian gauge
theory and gravity. Section 6 treats the non-abelian case, and section 7 concludes with a discussion
of the implications for celestial CFT.
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2 Kinematics and celestial CFTd

The results of this paper are logically independent of the celestial CFT formalism, but they have
interesting implications for CCFT and are most easily phrased in that language.

We will work on Rd`1,1. The Lorentz group SOpd ` 1, 1q is isomorphic to the d-dimensional
Euclidean conformal group. If we parameterize a generic massless on shell momentum as

qµpω, xq “ ωq̂µpxq , q̂µpxq “
1

2

`

1` x2, 2xa, 1´ x2
˘

, (2.1)

then Lorentz transformations act as global conformal transformations on the xa coordinates (the
transverse cuts of the null momentum cone, or equivalently the transverse cuts of null infinity). The
d independent transverse polarization vectors are

εµapxq ” Baq̂
µpxq “ pxa, δ

b
a,´xaq , (2.2)

and they satisfy

n ¨ εapxq “ 0 , q̂pxiq ¨ εapxjq “ pxijqa , εapxiq ¨ εbpxjq “ δab , ´2q̂pxq ¨ q̂pyq “ px´ yq2 , (2.3)

with n “ 1
2p1, 0

a,´1q. Similarly, the transverse traceless polarization tensor for gravitons is

εµνab pxq ”
1

2
rεµapxqε

ν
b pxq ` ε

ν
apxqε

µ
b pxqs ´

1

d
δabΠ

µνpxq , (2.4)

where
Πµνpxq ” εµapxqε

a,νpxq “ ηµν ` 2nµq̂νpxq ` 2nν q̂µpxq . (2.5)

The operators that create single particle states live on the null cone

Oipωi, xiq ” aout
i pqpωi, xiqqθpωiq ` ā

in:
i p´qpωi, xiqqθp´ωiq , (2.6)

and the S-matrix amplitudes can be written in the suggestive form

An “ xO1pω1, x1q ¨ ¨ ¨Onpωn, xnqy . (2.7)

The amplitude (2.7) does not transform like a correlator of conformal primaries in CFTd since
momentum eigenstates are not boost eigenstates. For massless particles, this is fixed by performing
a Mellin transform

pOp∆, xq “
ż

C
dω ω∆´1Opω, xq (2.8)

for some contour C and scaling dimension ∆. We will be interested in the “residue operators” arising
from Mellin transforms with integer dimensions and compact contours surrounding the origin

pOpn, xq “
¿

dω

2πi
ωn´1Opω, xq . (2.9)
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These operators isolate terms in the soft expansion of scattering amplitudes and are therefore in-
frared operators: their matrix elements do not depend on the high-energy behavior of the amplitudes.
For instance, the leading soft moduli operator in the sigma model has ∆ “ 0 and spin-0

SIpxq “

¿

dω

2πi
ω´1OIpω, xq , (2.10)

while the leading soft gluon operator has ∆ “ 1 and spin-1

SIapxq “

¿

dω

2πi
OI
apω, xq . (2.11)

There is an alternative definition for these operators in terms of “conformally soft limits” [11,12]

lim
∆Ñn

p∆´ nq

ż 8

0
dω ω∆´1Opω, xq . (2.12)

Roughly speaking, the matrix elements agree since the Mellin transform of a Laurent expansion in
ω produces poles at integer values of ∆ with residues fixed by the Laurent coefficients.2

The operators SIpxq and SIapxq are related to marginal deformations and conserved currents of
CCFT through the shadow transform [6,9], which takes the general form

rOpxq ”
ż

ddy
1

rpx´ yq2sd´∆
RpIpx´ yqq ¨Opyq , (2.13)

where RpIq is the appropriate representation of the conformally covariant tensor. For scalar oper-
ators RpIq “ 1, while for vectors Iabpxq “ δab ´ 2xaxb

x2
. Importantly, the shadow transform squares

to a multiple of the identity

Ă

ĂOpxq “ c∆,sOpxq , c∆,s “
πdp∆´ 1qpd´∆´ 1qΓpd2 ´∆qΓp∆´ d

2q

p∆´ 1` sqpd´∆´ 1` sqΓp∆qΓpd´∆q
. (2.14)

3 Sigma model

When a quantum field theory in asymptotically flat space has a continuous moduli space of vacua,
the boundary conditions at spatial infinity xΦyi0 “ vI provide local coordinates for the vacuum
manifold M . The dynamics of the low energy, long-wavelength fluctuations about these vevs is
described by a sigma model with target space M and the minimal action is

S “
1

2

ż

dd`2x GIJpΦqBµΦIBµΦJ . (3.1)

GIJpΦq is the Riemannian metric on M with curvature RIJKL. S-matrix elements in this model
carry an extra label x¨yv indicating that they are computed with the boundary condition xΦyi0 “ v.
In order to perform perturbative calculations, we expand the fields about their vevs ΦI “ vI ` φI

2The definitions (2.10)-(2.11) are more intuitive, but when there are branch cuts in the momentum-space ampli-
tudes (2.12) is the appropriate generalization.
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and integrate over the normalizable modes. Physical observables are expressed in terms of the
intrinsic geometry of M . For instance, the soft limit of a moduli scalar takes the form [5]

lim
ωÑ0

xOIpω, xqO1pω1, x1q ¨ ¨ ¨Onpωn, xnqyv “ ∇I xO1pω1, x1q ¨ ¨ ¨Onpωn, xnqyv . (3.2)

This formula has a simple interpretation: since the zero mode of the scalar is the vev, exciting the
zero mode simply shifts the boundary condition infinitesimally and parallel transports the S-matrix
about the space of vacua. The leading soft moduli operator

SIpxq ”

¿

dω

2πi
ω´1OIpω, xq (3.3)

has momentum independent matrix elements (position independent in the language of CCFT)

xSIpxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Onyv “ ∇I xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Onyv . (3.4)

Since SIpxq has ∆ “ 0, it would arise naturally as the shadow transform of a ∆ “ d scalar operator,
i.e., a marginal deformation

SI “

ż

ddy MIpyq . (3.5)

As described in [6], if we view SI as the integrated deformation one adds to the action of the CCFT
when deforming by an exactly marginal operator, then (3.4) is simply the formula for first-order
conformal perturbation theory in CCFT. A finite deformation (coherent state of soft scalars) turns
on a background source for the marginal operator

xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Onyv´λ “ xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨On exp
“

´λISI
‰

yv (3.6)

” xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨On exp

„

´λI
ż

ddxMIpxq



yv .

When the moduli space is curved and we deform in multiple directions, the resulting observable
becomes path dependent. Taking this path to be an infinitesimal closed loop computes the curvature
[5]

„

lim
qIÑ0

, lim
qJÑ0



AK1¨¨¨KnIJ
n`2 “

“

∇I ,∇J
‰

AK1¨¨¨Kn
n . (3.7)

In flat space holography, this is interpreted as the curvature of the conformal manifold of celestial
CFT [6].

4 Abelian gauge theory

Finite energy boundary conditions for abelian gauge theory in asymptotically flat space allow for a
leading trivial (pure gauge) flat connection at infinity [2, 4]

xAay “ Capxq , BraCbspxq “ 0 . (4.1)

This notation indicates that, in an asymptotic expansion about null infinity in flat coordinates [13]
ds2 “ ´dudr ` r2δabdx

adxb, the transverse components of the gauge field have large-r asymptotics
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Aapu, r, xq „ Capxq `Opr´1q, with Capxq a (trivial) flat connection independent of the retarded time
u. The radiative degrees of freedom in the electromagnetic field appear in the subleading terms in
the large-r expansion.3 Since this degree of freedom Capxq contains no u-dependence, it is effectively
non-dynamical at the classical level. Nonetheless, it plays an important role in the infrared dynamics
of the quantum theory.

The boundary condition (4.1) is invariant under global Up1q gauge transformations, but it
spontaneously breaks all other gauge transformations with non-compact support.4 The space
of boundary conditions is simply the orbit of the zero connection Ca “ 0 under the action of
G “MappSd, Up1qq. The moduli space is therefore M “ G{Up1q since the global Up1q is unbroken
on the vacuum.

In the quantum theory, S-matrix elements x¨yC carry an extra label corresponding to the bound-
ary condition (4.1). Since that boundary condition spontaneously breaks G Ñ Up1q, there is an
associated Goldstone boson Capxq for the coset. Under large gauge transformations

Capxq Ñ Capxq ` Baεpxq , (4.2)

so this degree of freedom indeed behaves like a Goldstone boson5 for the infinite-dimensional group
G. Any infrared regulator explicitly breaks the G symmetry, so in the presence of an infrared
regulator Capxq is really a pseudo-Goldstone boson.

Perturbative S-matrix calculations are usually performed with the boundary condition C “ 0,
and the soft photon theorem says

xOapω, xqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0
ωÑ0
ÝÑ

1

ω
e

n
ÿ

k“1

Qk
p̂k ¨ εapxq

p̂k ¨ q̂pxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 . (4.3)

The leading soft photon operator

Sapxq “
1

e

¿

dω

2πi
Oapω, xq (4.4)

has matrix elements

xSapxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ JapxqxO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 , Japxq “ Ba
n
ÿ

k“1

Qk logr´p̂k ¨ q̂pxqs , (4.5)

and a straightforward computation shows that the shadow transform

Japxq “
1

2c1,1

ż

ddy
Iabpx´ yq
rpx´ yq2sd´1

Sapyq ”
1

2c1,1

rSapxq (4.6)

3In four bulk dimensions the radiative data is not subleading, but the Opr0q term can be decomposed into a
radiative term that depends on u and a non-normalizable boundary mode Capxq that obeys (4.1).

4The formulation of the model in terms of the electric field variables can obscure magnetic symmetries, which are
most simply discussed in terms of the dual magnetic gauge potential rA. The symmetry structure in the presence of
magnetic sectors deserves further investigation (and is even more important in the non-abelian case) but will not be
the focus of this paper. For related discussions see [10,14].

5This use of the term “Goldstone boson” simply refers to a flat direction in field space protected by a spontaneously
broken symmetry. There is no massless scalar particle in the bulk spectrum, but there is a sense in which the photon
is a generalized Goldstone boson associated to the pattern of symmetry breaking MappSd, Up1qq Ñ Up1q.
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obeys the Ward identity for a conserved current6

xBaJapxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “

n
ÿ

k“1

Qkδ
pdqpx´ xkqxO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 . (4.7)

Note that the gauge theory soft factor pk¨ε
pk¨q

is Opω´1q in the soft particle energy, but independent
of the hard particle energy. For this reason, the d-dimensional conserved currents in CCFT obey
the correct Euclidean Ward identity independently of whether or not the other operators in the
correlator are Mellin transformed (the same is true of the NLSM soft theorem, which does not
depend on the hard particle energies). In other words, the d-dimensional symmetry structure of
d` 2-dimensional gauge theory is evident even in the standard plane-wave basis.

In the presence of an IR regulator µ and a hard-soft separation scale Λ, the soft factorization
theorems [15–17] say

xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony
µ
C“0 “ e´ΓxO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony

Λ
C“0 , Γ “ α

ż

ddx

p2πqd
rJapxqs2 , α “

e2

8π

ż Λ

µ
ωd´3dω . (4.8)

These formulas result from re-summing virtual soft exchange in the range µ ă ω ă Λ to all orders in
perturbation theory. The fact that Γ is expressible as a d-dimensional quantity is another indication
that the soft dynamics is effectively d-dimensional.

Following the analogy with the sigma model, we would like to interpret (4.5) as a derivative in
the space of vacua, in this case the space of flat Up1q connections on the celestial sphere. In other
words, we expect a formula of the schematic form

xSapxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony
?
„

δ

δCapxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony . (4.9)

Because the infrared sector of abelian gauge theory is exactly solvable, we can actually derive and
verify these abstract statements. It was shown in [10] that the (Euclidean) soft effective action for
the Goldstone mode and the soft photon mode in abelian gauge theory is given by

Ssoft “
α

p2πqd

ż

ddxSapxqSapxq ´
i

2c1,1

ż

ddx rCapxqrS
apxq ´ J apxqs . (4.10)

Here rC is the shadow transform of the Goldstone mode. This action reproduces all known facts
about the infrared sector of abelian gauge theory, including soft theorems and exponentiated soft
exchange (4.8)

xSa1py1q ¨ ¨ ¨SampymqyC“0 “ exp

„

´
α

p2πqd

ż

ddxJ apxqJapxq


Ja1py1q ¨ ¨ ¨Jampymq . (4.11)

When the boundary condition for the asymptotic connection is nonzero, this action becomes

SsoftrCpxqs “
α

p2πqd

ż

ddxSapxqSapxq ´
i

2c1,1

ż

ddx rCapxqrS
apxq ´ J apxqs ` rCapxqSapxq . (4.12)

6c1,1 vanishes in odd dimensions, but the shadow integral in (4.6) vanishes as well. A finite result is obtained by
evaluating the RHS of (4.6) for general ∆ and then taking the ∆ Ñ 1 limit. For the special case d “ 2, c1,1 “ 4π2

rather than π2 due to special properties of the shadow transform in two dimensions [10].
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The path integral with the background field can also be done exactly. It is simply

ZrCs “ exp

„

´
α

p2πqd

ż

ddxJ apxqJapxq


exp

„

i

2c1,1

ż

ddx rCapxqJ apxq



. (4.13)

Comparing with (4.11), this formula makes it clear that7

xSapxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ ´2ic1,1
δ

δ rCapxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC

ˇ

ˇ

C“0
, (4.14)

i.e., that the soft-photon insertion enacts parallel transport about the infinite-dimensional vacuum
manifold. In this formula, we can view the shadow transform as a change of coordinates. Moving
the shadow transform around inside the action, one has the equivalent formula for single insertions

xJapxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ ´i
δ

δCapxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC

ˇ

ˇ

C“0
. (4.15)

This formula says that Capxq acts as a background gauge field for the global Up1q current Japxq.

In the sigma model, changing the boundary condition for the bulk scalar turned on a source for
the marginal operator dual to the soft scalar (3.6). What is the deformation corresponding to a
change in the boundary condition (4.1) in abelian gauge theory? It is simply a current-connection
interaction

δS “

ż

ddxJapxqCapxq , (4.16)

i.e., a background gauge field for the global Up1q symmetry of the model. This statement is familiar
in AdS holography. In AdS space, fields have a normalizable mode associated to a dual local
operator, as well as a non-normalizable mode whose boundary condition is interpreted as a source
for the corresponding local operator. In the case of gauge theory, the non-normalizable mode acts
as a background gauge field for the associated current operator in the dual.

As in the sigma model, turning on a coherent state of soft photons parallel transports around
the space of vacua:

xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyCa´δCa “ xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨One
´i

2c1,1

ş

ddx δ rCapxqSapxq
yCa . (4.17)

This obviously resembles the sigma model deformation formula (3.6) if we think of the index I as
running over both polarization and position in the infinite-dimensional case. To determine if this
parallel transport is path dependent, we could calculate the curvature of G{G using the antisym-
metric double-soft theorem. It vanishes, and so does the curvature:

„

lim
qpxqÑ0

ω, lim
q1pyqÑ0

ω1


AK1¨¨¨Kn;ab
n`2 “ R

˜

δ

δ rCapxq
,

δ

δ rCbpyq

¸

AK1¨¨¨Kn
n “ 0 . (4.18)

The curvature vanishes because the infrared sector is described by a linear model.
7In this and the following section, we use the notation δ

δCpxq
to denote the functional partial derivative, which is

also the covariant derivative in these cases since the geometry is flat.
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Interestingly, the formula (4.13) can also be derived from a slight generalization of formulas
that do not directly deal with infrared divergences or soft-exchange. The authors of [18] performed
canonical quantization of four-dimensional gauge theory with the boundary conditions (4.1) and
found a formula relating S-matrix elements in different vacua. The higher dimensional version of
their formula (5.8) would be (up to normalization)

xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“Bε “ exp

„

´i

ż

ddx Baj
apx, xkq εpxq



xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 , ja “
1

2c1,1

rJa . (4.19)

Integrating by parts, this can equivalently be written

xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyBε “ exp

„

i

2c1,1

ż

ddx rJ aCa


xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ exp

„

i

2c1,1

ż

ddxJ a
rCa


xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0

(4.20)
which is (4.13). A formula like this for a finite deformation is possible precisely because the space
of deformations is flat. Otherwise, there would be path dependence.

Some authors choose to parameterize the space of vacua in Abelian gauge theory in terms of a
field εpxq, with the corresponding flat connection given by Ca “ Baε. As we discuss in appendix B,
there is a simple relationship between derivatives with respect to rCapxq and with respect to εpxq

δ

δ rCapxq
“

1

2c1,1

ż

ddyBa logpx´ yq2
δ

δεpyq
. (4.21)

This relationship can be seen directly as follows. We write

Baεpxq “ Capxq “
1

c1,1

ż

ddy
Iabpx´ yq
px´ yq2

rCbpyq “
1

2c1,1
Ba

ż

ddyBb logpx´ yq2 rCbpyq . (4.22)

Removing the derivatives and taking a functional derivative yields

δεpxq

δ rCapyq
“

1

2c1,1
Ba logpx´ yq2 . (4.23)

Viewing the shadow transform as an infinite-dimensional change of coordinates, we find

δ

δ rCapxq
“

ż

ddy
δεpyq

δ rCapxq
δ

δεpyq
“

1

2c1,1

ż

ddyBa logpx´ yq2
δ

δεpyq
. (4.24)

Written this way, it is obvious that (4.21) acting on (4.19) yields the soft theorem. As we will see, it
is this form of the derivative on the moduli space that appears most naturally in Yang-Mills theory.

5 Gravity

Finite energy boundary conditions for gravity in asymptotically flat spacetimes allow the leading
transverse components of the metric to approach a flat supertranslation connection at infinity [1,19]

xgaby “ Cabpxq , BraCbsc ´
1

d´ 1
δcraB

dCbsd “ 0 . (5.1)
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This notation indicates that, in an asymptotic expansion about null infinity in flat coordinates, the
transverse components of the metric have large-r asymptotics gabpu, r, xaq „ r2δab ` rCabpxq `Op1q,
with Cabpxq a flat supertranslation connection independent of the retarded time u. The radiative
degrees of freedom in the gravitational field are encoded in the subleading terms in the large-r
expansion. Since this degree of freedom Cabpxq contains no u-dependence, it is effectively non-
dynamical at the classical level but it plays an important role in the infrared dynamics of the
quantum theory.8

Cab is symmetric and traceless, and the flatness condition is equivalent to the requirement that

Cabpxq “ 2pBaBb ´
1

d
δabB

cBcqfpxq (5.2)

for some f : Rd Ñ R. This boundary condition is invariant under global translations (equivalently,
the functions xa, 1 ˘ x2 are in the kernel of the differential operator appearing in (5.2)), but it
spontaneously breaks all other diffeomorphisms with non-compact support. The space of allowed
boundary conditions is the orbit of the zero connection Cab “ 0 under the action of the supertrans-
lations G. The moduli space is therefore M “ G{Rd`2 since the translations are unbroken on the
vacuum.

In the quantum theory, S-matrix elements carry an extra label corresponding to the boundary
condition (5.1). Since that boundary condition spontaneously breaks the supertranslation symmetry,
there is an associated Goldstone boson Cabpxq for the coset. Under supertranslations

Cabpxq Ñ Cabpxq ` 2pBaBb ´
1

d
δabB

cBcqfpxq (5.3)

so this degree of freedom behaves like a supertranslation Goldstone mode.

Perturbative S-matrix calculations are performed with the boundary condition Cab “ 0, and the
soft graviton theorem says

xOabpω, xqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0
ωÑ0
ÝÑ

κ

2ω

n
ÿ

k“1

pkµpkνε
µν
ab pxq

pk ¨ q̂pxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 , (5.4)

where κ “ 32πG. The leading soft graviton operator

Sabpxq “
2

κ

¿

dω

2πi
Oabpω, xq (5.5)

has matrix elements
xSabpxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ Jabpxq xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 , (5.6)

where

Jabpxq ” ´
ˆ

BaBb ´
1

d
δabB

2

˙ n
ÿ

k“1

ωkr´p̂k ¨ q̂pxqs logr´p̂k ¨ q̂pxqs . (5.7)

8In four dimensions the radiation term is not subleading, but the Oprq term can be decomposed into a normalizable
radiative piece that depends on u and a non-normalizable boundary mode Cabpxq obeying (5.1).
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In the presence of an IR regulator µ and a hard-soft separation scale Λ, the soft factorization
theorems say

xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony
µ
C“0 “ e´ΓxO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony

Λ
C“0 , Γ “ αgr

ż

ddx

p2πqd
rJabpxqs2 , αgr “

κ2

32π

ż Λ

µ
ωd´3dω .

(5.8)
We would like to interpret these formulas in analogy with the sigma model and abelian gauge theory.
In other words, we anticipate a formula of the schematic form

xSabpxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony „
δ

δ rCabpxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony . (5.9)

Because the infrared sector of gravity is exactly solvable, we can indeed check this statement. The
soft action for the Goldstone mode and soft graviton was worked out in [10] and takes the form

Ssoft “
αgr

p2πqd

ż

ddxSabpxqS
abpxq `

i

16c1,2

ż

ddx rCabpxqpSabpxq ´ Jabq . (5.10)

Here rCabpxq is the shadow transform of the Goldstone mode. This action reproduces all leading
soft effects in perturbative gravity in the sense that

xSa1b1py1q ¨ ¨ ¨SambmpymqyC“0 “ Ja1b1py1q ¨ ¨ ¨Jambmpymq exp

„

´
αgr

p2πqd

ż

ddxJabpxqJ abpxq



.

(5.11)
When there is a background field this action becomes

SsoftrCs “
αgr

p2πqd

ż

ddxSabpxqS
abpxq `

i

16c1,2

ż

ddx rCabpxqpS
abpxq ´ J abq ` rCabpxqSabpxq . (5.12)

This path integral can be done exactly and yields

ZrCs “ exp

„

´
αgr

p2πqd

ż

ddxJabpxqJ abpxq



exp

„

´i

16c1,2

ż

ddx rCabpxqJ abpxq



. (5.13)

Comparing with (5.11), this formula makes it clear that

xSabpxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ 16ic1,2
δ

δ rCabpxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC

ˇ

ˇ

C“0
, (5.14)

so the soft-graviton insertion enacts infinitesimal parallel transport about the infinite-dimensional
vacuum manifold. Turning on a coherent state of soft gravitons parallel transports around the space
of vacua:

xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyCab´δCab “ xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨One
i

16c1,2

ş

ddx δ rCabpxqSabpxq
yCab . (5.15)

This resembles the sigma model deformation formula (3.6) if the index I runs over both position
and polarization. The curvature is computed using the antisymmetric double-soft limit, and it
vanishes [20]

„

lim
qpxqÑ0

ω, lim
q1pyqÑ0

ω1


AK1¨¨¨Kn;ab,cd
n`2 “ R

˜

δ

δ rCabpxq
,

δ

δ rCcdpyq

¸

AK1¨¨¨Kn
n “ 0 . (5.16)
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We conclude that the space of flat supertranslation connections is itself flat. This is because the
Goldstone degree of freedom is described by a linear model.

As remarked previously, the position-dependent boundary conditions (4.1) and (5.1) in gauge
theory and gravity differ significantly from the position-independent boundary condition in the
sigma model. As a consequence, the background sources (4.17) and (5.15) obtained by varying
the boundary conditions in gauge theory and gravity are position dependent, while the analogous
background source in the sigma model is constant (a coupling constant).

This is a peculiar feature of celestial CFT which does not arise in garden-variety Euclidean CFT.
It is however a crucial aspect of CCFT and cannot be ignored or discarded. Indeed, as we discuss in
the conclusion to this paper, it is precisely the existence of this space of deformations which allows
CCFT to reproduce non-commuting soft limits. The deformations (4.17) and (5.15) would seem
unnatural, except that they actually arise in the natural world.

The unfamiliar form of (4.17) and (5.15) is a reflection of the subtle interplay between Lorentz
invariance and large gauge symmetry in asymptotically flat space. For gravity in four dimensions,
the relevant statement is familiar and could be phrased simply as “there are an infinite number of
copies of SOp3, 1q inside the BMS group.” These different copies of SOp3, 1q, which amount to
different definitions of angular momentum, are related by the action of the supertranslations. In
other words, the SOp3, 1q subgroup that annihilates the Cab “ 2pBaBb ´

1
2δabB

cBcqfpxq vacuum is
related to the SOp3, 1q subgroup that annihilates the standard vacuum Cab “ 0 through conjugation
by the supertranslation corresponding to fpxq. For a long time this was known as the “problem of
angular momentum in general relativity,” but this problem is now understood to be a feature rather
than a bug. Gravity in asymptotically flat space simply has an infinite set of vacua corresponding
to different combinations of soft gravitons. These gravitons carry zero energy but non-zero spin, so
different copies of SOp3, 1q are relevant to different vacua. The deformation (5.15) appears to break
Lorentz (conformal) symmetry, but a different SOp3, 1q subgroup is preserved after the deformation.

Since the symmetry structure in abelian gauge theory is almost identical to that of gravity,
it is clear that qualitatively similar statements apply to (4.17). Large gauge transformations do
not commute with the Lorentz group, so the SOp3, 1q subgroups relevant to the vacua Ca and C1a
are related by the gauge transformation that brings Ca to C1a. (4.17) and (5.15) are not standard
marginal deformations, but they are precisely what is required for CCFT to reproduce gravity and
gauge theory in asymptotically flat space.

6 Non-abelian gauge theory

Classical finite energy boundary conditions in Yang-Mills theory allow the gauge field to approach
a flat connection at infinity [2, 18]

xAay “ Capxq , Capxq “ UBaU
´1 . (6.1)
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This boundary condition is invariant under a global right G-action U Ñ Ug´1. It spontaneously
breaks all (non-global) gauge transformations with non-compact support. The allowed boundary
conditions are just the orbit of the zero connection Ca “ 0 under the action of G “ MappSd, Gq.
The moduli space is therefore M “ G{G since Capxq is invariant under U Ñ Ug´1.

In the quantum theory, S-matrix elements carry an extra label corresponding to the bound-
ary condition (6.1). Perturbative S-matrix calculations are usually performed with the boundary
condition C “ 0, and the soft gluon theorem says

xOIapω, xqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0
ωÑ0
ÝÑ

1

ω
igYM

n
ÿ

k“1

p̂k ¨ εapxq

p̂k ¨ q̂pxq
T Ik xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 , (6.2)

where gYM is the gauge coupling and T Ik acts in the representation Rk under which the k-th particle
transforms. The leading soft gluon operator

SIapxq “
1

gYM

¿

dω

2πi
OI
apω, xq (6.3)

has matrix elements

xSIapxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ i
n
ÿ

k“1

Ba logpx´ xkq
2 T Ik xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 . (6.4)

A straightforward computation shows that the shadow transform JIa pxq “
1

2c1,1
rSIapxq obeys the

Ward identity for a non-abelian conserved current

xBaJIa pxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ i
n
ÿ

k“1

δpdqpx´ xkqT
I
k xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 , (6.5)

and symmetry considerations still imply that the boundary condition (6.1) should act as a back-
ground source for the global symmetry current JIa pxq

xJIa pxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 „
δ

δCaI pxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC

ˇ

ˇ

C“0
. (6.6)

Following the discussion in abelian gauge theory and gravity, we would like to interpret (6.4) as a
functional derivative on the space of vacua

xSIapxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony
?
„

D

D rCaI pxq
xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ony . (6.7)

The notation D

D rCaI pxq
denotes a covariant functional derivative and anticipates the likelihood that

the space of vacua in Yang-Mills theory is curved, in contrast with abelian gauge theory and gravity.

The d-dimensional soft action has not been derived for non-abelian gauge theory. However, it is
intuitively clear that a formula of the general form (6.7) should hold in Yang-Mills theory. Studying
the classical phase space of non-abelian gauge theory on non-compact spaces, one finds that the
soft mode SIapxq of the radiative degree of freedom and the boundary degree of freedom CIa are
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coupled in the symplectic form [18,21]. Upon quantization, one acts as a derivative with respect to
the other, and since the standard quantization diagonalizes CIa , SIapxq therefore acts as a derivative.
Indeed, the authors of [18] performed canonical quantization of non-Abelian gauge theory, including
a careful treatment of the zero-modes and boundary conditions. For a flat connection C “ UdU´1

with U “ exprφpxqs, the authors derived a formula which we show in appendix B can be expressed

xSapxq ¨ ¨ ¨ yC “ ´iUpxq

ż

ddyBa logpx´ yq2U´1pyq
adφpyq

1´ expr´adφpyqs
δ

δφpyq
x¨ ¨ ¨ yC . (6.8)

Formula (6.8) is clearly the non-Abelian version of (4.21), with the integral arising from the switch
to a shadow variable and the nonlinear terms in φpxq arising due to the curvature of G. Indeed,
linearizing about C “ 0, one has Ca “ Baφpxq and Sapxq “

ş

ddyBa logpx ´ yq2 δ
δφpyq „

δ

δ rCpxq
,

motivating the notation in (6.7). Away from the origin, the right hand side of (6.8) defines the
differential operator in (6.7) and the nonlinear terms are responsible for the noncommutativity of
soft limits.

In contrast to abelian gauge theory and gravity, soft limits in Yang-Mills theory do not commute
[20,22–24], so the parallel transport induced by soft gluon insertions is path dependent. We review
this calculation in appendix A. The result can be put in a particularly simple form9

„

lim
qIpxqÑ0

ω, lim
q1J pyqÑ0

ω1


AK1¨¨¨Kn;IJ,ab
n`2 “ ´2g2

YM

n
ÿ

k“1

Iacpx´ xkqIcbpy ´ xkq
px´ yq2

f IJKTKk A
K1¨¨¨Kn
n , (6.9)

where the kinematic part of the summand is usually written

pk ¨ εa
pk ¨ q̂

pk ¨ εb
pk ¨ q̂1

`
εa ¨ εb
q̂ ¨ q̂1

´
q̂ ¨ εb
q̂ ¨ q̂1

pk ¨ εa
pk ¨ q̂

´
εa ¨ q̂

1

q̂ ¨ q̂1
εb ¨ pk
pk ¨ q̂1

. (6.10)

Formula (6.9) computes the curvature of the space of vacua at the point C “ 0 since that is where
the perturbative calculations are performed. Turning on a coherent state of soft gluons parallel
transports S-matrix elements around the space of vacua, but for finite deformations, the analog of
formulas (4.17) and (5.15) requires specification of a path and involves a path-ordered exponential.

There are a couple of important points to note about (6.9). First, the expression involves
a single sum (rather than the double sum that would be present in the simultaneous soft limit,
whose geometric interpretation is unclear) over the remaining hard external particles, as it should
if it represents curvature. In addition, the position independent factor in (6.9) bears a strong
resemblance to familiar formulas for the Riemannian geometry of bi-invariant metrics on compact
Lie groups, especially when all of the external states in the amplitude transform in the adjoint
representation (as they do in pure Yang-Mills).

To see this, note that the position independent factor in (6.9) can be expressed as rT I , T J s act-
ing on the amplitude. When the external states transform in the adjoint, this is equivalently

9For a general set of vector fields RpX,Y qZ “ ∇X∇Y Z ´∇Y∇XZ ´∇rX,Y sZ. Since the vector fields X “ δ
δCpxq

and Y “ δ
δCpyq involve the flat connection at separated points they commute so the third term vanishes.
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written adrT I ,TJ s. On a compact Lie group with a bi-invariant metric, the covariant deriva-
tive of left-invariant vector fields is ∇XY “ 1

2 rX,Y s and the curvature takes the simple form
RpX,Y qZ “ 1

4adrX,Y sZ. In other words, ∇T I “
1
2adT I and RpT I , T Jq “ 1

4adrT I ,TJ s. It is interest-
ing to compare these finite-dimensional formulas to the Yang-Mills soft theorem

xSIapxqO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 “ i
n
ÿ

k“1

Ba logpx´ xkq
2 adT I xO1 ¨ ¨ ¨OnyC“0 vs. ∇T I “

1

2
adT I (6.11)

and the antisymmetric double soft theorem

´ 2g2
n
ÿ

k“1

Iacpx´ xkqIcbpy ´ xkq
px´ yq2

adrT I ,TJ sA
K1¨¨¨Kn
n vs. RpT I , T Jq “

1

4
adrT I ,TJ s . (6.12)

In other words at the point C “ 0 we seem to have a formula of the form
„

lim
qIpxqÑ0

ω, lim
q1J pyqÑ0

ω1


AK1¨¨¨Kn;IJ,ab
n`2 “ ´8g2

n
ÿ

k“1

Iacpx´ xkqIcbpy ´ xkq
px´ yq2

RpT I , T JqAK1¨¨¨Kn
n . (6.13)

It is not uncommon for the curvature of a space of maps fromM to N to be controlled by the curva-
ture of N : in many examples the infinite dimensional curvature is controlled by a finite dimensional
curvature.

It would be interesting to find an independent derivation of (6.9) as the curvature of some (d-
dimensional) field space whose dynamics computes the soft exchange and soft emission in pd ` 2q-
dimensional non-Abelian gauge theory (perhaps along the lines of [10]). Indeed, if there really is a
2d model that captures the IR sector of 4d Yang-Mills theory, then (6.9) is an important clue since
it should describe the metric on the space of fluctuations.

In the absence of such an off-shell description of the geometry, the soft theorems are still sufficient
to define the vacuum geometry in Yang-Mills theory. Invariant properties of quantum field theories
are defined in terms of observable quantities like the S-matrix and the spectrum, not the scheme
dependent couplings in the Lagrangian. If a quantity is meaningful, it can be expressed in these
terms, so the multi-soft limits of scattering amplitudes really serve as the definition of the vacuum
geometry, even in the nonlinear sigma model example of section 3. Indeed, the metric on the moduli
space receives quantum corrections and can even disappear non-perturbatively (as it does for pure
Yang-Mills theory in the confining phase without any soft particles), which is most easily phrased
in the soft theorem language.

7 Discussion and implications for CCFT

We have seen that the leading soft theorems in gauge theory and gravity have natural interpreta-
tions in terms of the infinite-dimensional geometry of vacuum manifolds. This point of view has
some natural extensions that would be interesting to investigate. For instance, the subleading soft
graviton theorem is universally related to the stress tensor of CCFT through the shadow trans-
form [9]. The corresponding soft operator is believed to be connected to an infinite-dimensional
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space of superrotation vacua [3, 25], although there is still some confusion regarding the precise
definition of the infinite-dimensional manifold in this case [26]. Consecutive soft limits at this order
in the soft expansion do not commute, and it seems likely that the corresponding antisymmetric
double-soft limit can be interpreted as curvature and might even be used to determine the correct
infinite-dimensional manifold. The path integral on this space, with the metric determined by the
antisymmetric double-soft limit, will likely relate to universal stress tensor dynamics in CCFT and
might be used to compute subleading virtual soft exchange in gravity. On a related note, several
recent works have studied an infinite tower of soft operators [27–29] in the context of w1`8 sym-
metry, and it would be interesting to integrate those developments into this formalism. Recent
work [30] on “geometry-kinematics duality” expressed tree-level Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes in
terms of the curvature of an infinite-dimensional “kinematic metric,” and it would be interesting to
understand the relationship of that work to the approach adopted here.

It would be a huge advance to finally produce a 2d action that computes soft exchange and
soft emission in 4d non-abelian gauge theory. Heuristically, one hopes to relate the long-wavelength
fluctuations of the 4d gluon to the theory of non-abelian Goldstone bosons in two dimensions. Both
models describe a broken phase in perturbation theory but generate non-perturbative gaps in the
spectrum. If one could relate the two models order by order in perturbation theory, it might be
possible to exploit information about the non-perturbative behavior in the 2d model to explain the
strong dynamics in 4d. After all, it is really the long-wavelength modes in Yang-Mills that are
strongly coupled and that might have a simple dual description.

This program was carried out for abelian gauge theory and gravity in any dimension in [10], but
the generalization to the non-abelian case encounters several obstacles. First, in the language of
this paper, the infinite-dimensional metric that governs the Goldstone dynamics is flat in the cases
considered in [10] while it is curved for non-abelian gauge theory. In other words, the 2d actions
that compute soft exchange and soft emission in abelian gauge theory and gravity are free, while the
analogous model for Yang-Mills theory will be interacting. Formula (6.9) is therefore an important
piece of data for the construction, since it represents the curvature of the tree-level metric. It is
known that the soft-limits receive quantum corrections in non-abelian gauge theory, which means
that the metric on the moduli space will receive quantum corrections as well.

There is also a longstanding puzzle regarding how to construct an intrinsically two-dimensional
model capable of incorporating the non-commutativity of four-dimensional soft limits. Until now, it
was difficult to even phrase this question in 2d language, since there is really no notion of “inserting
a local operator first” in a single Euclidean CFTd. Non-commutativity of soft gluon limits is a
crucial aspect of the bulk gauge theory, and is a reflection of properties believed to be crucial in
CCFT. It is a feature, not a bug, and it should have a natural expression in the celestial dual.

The results of this paper offer new insight into this question. The key point is that the dual
CCFT is more than just a d-dimensional system with G symmetry. It also comes with a space of
deformations G{G, and that space is curved. This is a highly unusual property for a CFTd to have,
and has not been considered in the literature until now. As unfamiliar as it may seem, we cannot
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dispense with this aspect of CCFT: the soft behavior of tree-level scattering amplitudes directly
implies it, and it offers a natural, intrinsically d-dimensional explanation of the non-commutativity
of soft gluon limits.

To understand what is going on, it is helpful to revisit the analysis of the sigma model. The anti-
symmetric double-soft limit in the sigma model computes the curvature of the CCFTd conformal
manifold [6], which is a quantity definable purely within CFTd. How is a statement like this possible,
when local operators in Euclidean CFT have no notion of “insertion ordering?” The key point is
that marginal operators are local operators, but it is the shadow transform of the marginal operator
that corresponds to the soft scalar. Because they are non-local integrated deformations, the soft
scalars can have ordering ambiguities that correspond to path dependence of parallel transport on
the conformal manifold. While there is no sense in which local operators have an insertion ordering,
it does matter in which order deformations are performed when the space of deformations is curved.

To be even more concrete, recall that in standard abstract conformal field theory, the curvature
is calculated by anti-symmetrizing a doubly-integrated four-point function of marginal operators [31]

BBg „

ż

ddx

ż

ddy xMpxqMpyqMp0qMp1qy .

The local operators in the correlator commute at non-coincident points, but the curvature is given
by an integrated correlator which is generically divergent and has to be regulated. This integrated
correlator does not obey the standard axioms of a single CFT, and that is how we “get operator
ordering out of Euclidean CFT.” Local operator insertions have no ordering, but deformations do.

Given that the analogy between the the sigma model and Yang-Mills theory holds so precisely,
it seems likely that the soft gluon insertion should really be viewed as an integrated operator, i.e., a
deformation of CCFT. With this interpretation, consecutive insertions do not need to commute the
way that local operator insertions do. This suggests that we should view the current as fundamental
and the soft insertion as its shadow. In other words, we would say that the local operator spectrum of
the model contains JIa pxq but not SIapxq, and that SIapxq instead arises as an integrated deformation
that relates different points on the moduli space G{G. Given that integrated correlation functions
can in general be scheme dependent, it seems plausible that the simultaneous soft limits that do
not have geometric interpretations correspond to “scheme dependent” calculations in CCFT.

The results of this paper point to the existence of a unique CCFTd capable of reproducing
all of the infrared behavior of Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes that naturally incorporates non-
commuting soft limits. Constructing this model is a priority.
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A Antisymmetric double-soft limit

In this section we review the derivation of the antisymmetric double-soft gluon theorem [18] and
rewrite it in compact form. We will suppress the boundary condition label on S-matrix elements
x¨yCpxq throughout, as well as operator insertions which are not to be taken soft. All matrix elements
are calculated in the vacuum Cpxq “ 0 and g ” gYM. The single soft gluon theorem says

xOIapω, xq ¨ ¨ ¨ y
ωÑ0
ÝÝÝÑ ig

«

n
ÿ

k“1

pk ¨ εapxq

pk ¨ qpxq
T Ik

ff

x¨ ¨ ¨ y . (A.1)

We now consider the consecutive soft limit of an S-matrix element involving two gluons. Our
convention for terms in the commutator rlimqÑ0, limq1Ñ0s is that the expressions act consecutively
from right to left. Taking one gluon soft yields

xOIapω, xqO
J
b pω

1, yq ¨ ¨ ¨ y
ω1Ñ0
ÝÝÝÑ ig

«

qpxq ¨ εbpyq

qpxq ¨ q1pyq
f IJK ` δIK

n
ÿ

k1“1

pk1 ¨ εbpyq

pk1 ¨ q1pyq
T Jk1

ff

xOKa pω, xq ¨ ¨ ¨ y ,

(A.2)
and taking the second soft limit one finds

xOIapω, xqO
J
b pω

1, yq ¨ ¨ ¨ y
ω1, then ω
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pigq2

«

qpxq ¨ εbpyq

qpxq ¨ q1pyq
f IJK ` δIK

n
ÿ

k1“1

pk1 ¨ εbpyq

pk1 ¨ q1pyq
T Jk1

ff

n
ÿ

k“1

pk ¨ εapxq

pk ¨ qpxq
TKk x¨ ¨ ¨ y .

(A.3)
Taking the limits in the reverse order gives

xOIapω, xqO
J
b pω

1, yq ¨ ¨ ¨ y
ω, then ω1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pigq2

«

q1pyq ¨ εapxq

q1pyq ¨ qpxq
fJIK ` δJK

n
ÿ

k“1

pk ¨ εapxq

pk ¨ qpxq
T Ik

ff

n
ÿ

k1“1

pk1 ¨ εbpyq

pk1 ¨ q1pyq
TKk1 x¨ ¨ ¨ y .

The commutator involves two types of terms. The first is a double sum that collapses to one sum

pigq2
n
ÿ

k1“1

pk1 ¨ εbpyq

pk1 ¨ q1pyq

n
ÿ

k“1

pk ¨ εapxq

pk ¨ qpxq

“

T Jk1T
I
k

‰

x¨ ¨ ¨ y “ pigq2
n
ÿ

k“1

pk ¨ εbpyq

pk ¨ q1pyq

pk ¨ εapxq

pk ¨ qpxq
fJIKTKk x¨ ¨ ¨ y (A.4)

since rTk, Tk1s “ 0 when k ‰ k1. The remaining terms take the form

pigq2
qpxq ¨ εbpyq

qpxq ¨ q1pyq

n
ÿ

k“1

pk ¨ εapxq

pk ¨ qpxq
f IJKTKk x¨ ¨ ¨ y´pigq

2 q
1pyq ¨ εapxq

q1pyq ¨ qpxq
fJIK

n
ÿ

k1“1

pk1 ¨ εbpyq

pk1 ¨ q1pyq
TKk1 x¨ ¨ ¨ y (A.5)

which is simply

pigq2
n
ÿ

k“1

„

qpxq ¨ εbpyq

qpxq ¨ q1pyq

pk ¨ εapxq

pk ¨ qpxq
`
q1pyq ¨ εapxq

q1pyq ¨ qpxq

pk ¨ εbpyq

pk ¨ q1pyq



f IJKTKk x¨ ¨ ¨ y . (A.6)
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We are free to add a term that vanishes by global color conservation
ř

k Tkx¨ ¨ ¨ y “ 0. The choice
g2

ř

k
εa¨εb
q¨q1 f

IJKTKk x¨ ¨ ¨ y brings the commutator
„

lim
qÑ0

ω, lim
q1Ñ0

ω1


Aab,IJ
n`2 “

g2
n
ÿ

k“1

„

p̂k ¨ εbpyq

p̂k ¨ q̂1pyq

p̂k ¨ εapxq

p̂k ¨ q̂pxq
´
q̂pxq ¨ εbpyq

q̂pxq ¨ q̂1pyq

p̂k ¨ εapxq

p̂k ¨ q̂pxq
´
q̂1pyq ¨ εapxq

q̂1pyq ¨ q̂pxq

p̂k ¨ εbpyq

p̂k ¨ q̂1pyq



f IJKTKk An (A.7)

“ ´2g2
n
ÿ

k“1

„

2
px´ xkqapy ´ xqb

px´ xkq2
` 2

px´ yqapy ´ xkqb
py ´ xkq2

´ 2
px´ xkqapy ´ xkqb
px´ xkq2py ´ xkq2

px´ yq2


f IJKTKk
px´ yq2

An

into an interesting factorized form
„

lim
qÑ0

ω, lim
q1Ñ0

ω1


Aab,IJ
n`2 “ ´2g2

n
ÿ

k“1

Iacpx´ xkqIcbpy ´ xkq
px´ yq2

f IJKTKk An , (A.8)

where
Iabpxq “ δab ´ 2

xaxb
x2

. (A.9)

B Coordinate systems on the space of vacua

In this appendix we collect formulas relating the derivatives on the spaces of vacua in different
coordinate systems.

Abelian gauge theory and flat Up1q connections

In abelian gauge theory, the natural coordinates on the moduli space are flat connections Capxq
satisfying BraCbs “ 0. On Rd this equation can always be solved using a trivial gauge transformation
Capxq “ Baεpxq, but the coordinate εpxq must then be identified under constant shifts εpxq „ εpxq`c

since these transformations leave the flat connection invariant. This zero mode decouples inside
of S-matrix elements which conserve global electric charge and therefore does not appear even
when we express quantities in terms of εpxq rather than Ca. Many treatments in the literature
prefer to work directly with εpxq (which is subject to an identification) rather than Capxq (which
is subject to a constraint). In order to compare to previous work, in this appendix we derive
the relationships between functional derivatives with respect to rCa and with respect to εpxq. The
functional Carεspxq “

ş

ddyδpdqpx´ yqBaεpyq has the variation

δCarεspxq “
ż

ddyδpdqpx´ yqBaδεpyq “

ż

ddyBaδ
pdqpx´ yqδεpyq ”

ż

ddy
δCarεspxq
δεpyq

δεpyq , (B.1)

from which we conclude
δCarεspxq
δεpyq

“ Baδ
pdqpx´ yq . (B.2)

Similarly, for a functional F rCs expressed in terms of Ca

δF rCs “
ż

ddx
δF rCs
δCapxq

Baδεpxq “ ´

ż

ddxBa
δF rCs
δCapxq

δεpxq ”

ż

ddx
δF rCs
δεpxq

δεpxq , (B.3)
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from which we conclude
δ

δεpyq
“ ´Ba

δ

δCapyq
. (B.4)

We also have
δpdqpx´ yq “

δεpxq

δεpyq
“

ż

ddz
δεpxq

δCapzq
δCapzq
δεpyq

(B.5)

which combined with (B.2) allows us to deduce

´ Ba
δεpxq

δCapyq
“ δpdqpx´ yq . (B.6)

According to (4.5)-(4.7) this can be solved by

δεpxq

δCapyq
“ ´

1

2c1,1

ż

ddz
Iabpx´ zq
rpx´ zq2sd´1

Bb logpz ´ yq2 , (B.7)

i.e. the shadow transform of the derivative of a logarithm.

The derivatives that appear in the soft theorems are actually derivatives with respect to the
shadow transform of the flat connection. Using the definition of the shadow transform one has

rCarεspxq “
ż

ddy
Iabpx´ yq
rpx´ yq2sd´1

Bbεpyq “ ´

ż

ddyBb
„

Iabpx´ yq
rpx´ yq2sd´1



εpyq . (B.8)

Taking a derivative yields
δ rCarεspxq
δεpyq

“ ´Bb
„

Iabpx´ yq
rpx´ yq2sd´1



. (B.9)

What one really wants to calculate is the quantity

δ

δ rCapxq
“

ż

ddy
δεpyq

δ rCapxq
δ

δεpyq
. (B.10)

To evaluate this quantity we write

Baεpxq “ Capxq “
1

c1,1

ż

ddy
Iabpx´ yq
px´ yq2

rCbpyq “
1

2c1,1
Ba

ż

ddyBb logpx´ yq2 rCbpyq . (B.11)

Removing the derivatives and taking a functional derivative yields

δεpxq

δ rCapyq
“

1

2c1,1
Ba logpx´ yq2 . (B.12)

Plugging this into (B.10) one finds

δ

δ rCapxq
“

1

2c1,1

ż

ddyBa logpx´ yq2
δ

δεpyq
. (B.13)

This is the covariant version of the abelianization of formula (5.20) of [18] generalized to all dimen-
sions. It is instructive to check that both sides of (B.13) act identically on the exponentiated soft
factor (4.19) and (4.20). First, note that acting on (4.20) with the left hand side of (B.13) gives

δ

δ rCapxq
exp

„

i

2c1,1

ż

ddyJ bpyqrCbpyq


“
i

2c1,1
Japxq exp

„

i

2c1,1

ż

ddyJ bpyqrCbpyq


. (B.14)
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Acting with the right hand side of (B.13) on (4.19) similarly yields

1

2c1,1

ż

ddyBa logpx´ yq2
δ

δεpyq
exp

„

´
i

2c1,1

ż

ddz Bb
ĂJ bpzq εpzq



(B.15)

“ ´
i

4c2
1,1

ż

ddyBa logpx´ yq2Bb
ĂJ bpyq exp

„

´
i

2c1,1

ż

ddz Bb
ĂJ bpzq εpzq



. (B.16)

Integrating by parts performs an additional shadow transform on rJ and we get

i

2c1,1

Ă

ĂJapxq
c1,1

exp

„

´
i

2c1,1

ż

ddz Bb
ĂJ bpzq εpzq



“
i

2c1,1
Japxq exp

„

´
i

2c1,1

ż

ddz Bb
ĂJ bpzq εpzq



(B.17)

in agreement with (B.14). There is another way to see why (B.13) should be proportional to the
derivative of a logarithm. Using (B.9) we write

δεpxq

δεpyq
“ δpdqpx´ yq “ δab

ż

ddz
δεpxq

δ rCapzq
δ rCbpzq
δεpyq

“ ´δab

ż

ddz
δεpxq

δ rCapzq
Bc

„

Ibcpz ´ yq
rpz ´ yq2sd´1



. (B.18)

In order to solve for δεpxq

δĂCapzq
, note that this formula for the delta function is simply the formula for a

repeated shadow transform of a p∆, sq “ p1, 1q operator if we choose

δεpxq

δ rCapyq
„

1

2c1,1
Ba logpx´ yq2 (B.19)

and integrate by parts.

Non-abelian gauge theory

Section 6 discussed the vacuum structure of Yang-Mills theory in terms of the flat G connection
CarU spxq “ UpxqBaU

´1pxq. The analog of working with the coordinate εpxq in the preceding
appendix is to write Upxq “ exprφpxqs and to work directly with the Lie algebra valued coordinate
φpxq. Since CarU spxq is invariant under the transformation U Ñ Ug´1 for constant g P G, φpxq is
subject to an identification resulting from global color conservation.

In [18] it was shown that insertions of the soft gluon in an arbitrary C vacuum are given by

xSapxq ¨ ¨ ¨ yC “ ´iUpxq

ż

ddyBa logpx´ yq2U´1pyq
8
ÿ

n“0

B`n
n!

adnφpyq
δ

δφpyq
x¨ ¨ ¨ yC , (B.20)

where Bn are the Bernoulli numbers defined by the generating function

z

ez ´ 1
“

8
ÿ

m“0

B´m
m!

zm ,
z

1´ e´z
“

8
ÿ

m“0

B`m
m!

zm . (B.21)

In order to understand this formula, it is helpful to first treat the finite dimensional case. The
matrix exponential exp : g Ñ G has a differential dexp : TXgÑ TeXG that can be expressed in
terms of the differential of left multiplication by eX at the identity of G [32]

d expX “ dLreXs1 ˝
1´ e´adX

adX
“ eX

1´ e´adX

adX
, (B.22)
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or in terms of the differential of right multiplication

d expX “ dRreXs1 ˝
eadX ´ 1

adX
. (B.23)

Since the matrix logarithm is the inverse of the matrix exponential in a neighborhood of the identity,
its tangent map d log : TeXGÑ TXg is the inverse of (B.22): d logeX ˝ d expX “ 1. Therefore

d logeX “
adX

1´ e´adX
e´X ” e´X

8
ÿ

n“0

B`n
n!

adnX . (B.24)

Moving to the infinite dimensional case, if δ
δφpyq P TexprφpyqsG then

d logeφpyq
δ

δφpyq
“

adφpyq
1´ e´adφpyq

e´φpyq
δ

δφpyq
“ e´φpyq

8
ÿ

n“0

B`n
n!

adnφpyq . (B.25)

So we see that (B.20) can equivalently be written in a more geometric form

xSapxq ¨ ¨ ¨ yC “ ´iUpxq

ż

ddyBa logpx´ yq2d logexprφpyqs

δ

δφpyq
x¨ ¨ ¨ yC . (B.26)

Of course at the identity, the differential of the exponential and logarithm are the identity, so that

xSapxq ¨ ¨ ¨ yC“0 “ ´i

ż

ddyBa logpx´ yq2
δ

δφpyq
x¨ ¨ ¨ yC“0 . (B.27)

So if we work to linear order in φpxq, CIa “ BaφIpxq and the formulas are the same as in the Abelian
case, with matrix indices, and the soft insertion is the derivative with respect to the shadow of the
linearized flat connection. Of course in order to compute multiple soft limits one needs to retain
the nonlinear pieces.

Unfortunately the Jacobian for the change of variables between φpxq and rCpxq is significantly
more complicated than (B.12). The directional derivative of the matrix exponential can be written

eφ
d

dt
e´φ`tT

I ˇ
ˇ

t“0
“

expradφs ´ 1

adφ
T I , (B.28)

so defining

M rφs ”
adφ

expradφs ´ 1
”

ÿ B´n
n!

adnφ (B.29)

allows us to write

Ca “ eφpxqBae
´φpxq “

expradφpxqs ´ 1

adφpxq
Baφpxq “M rφs´1Baφ . (B.30)

The nonlinear dependence on φpxq prevents removing the derivative as in (B.11)

Baφpxq “M rφpxqsCapxq “M rφpxqs
1

2c1,1
Ba

ż

ddyBb logpx´ yq2 rCbpyq . (B.31)
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